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ObjectivesObjectives

�� DescribeDescribe the steps that follow the the steps that follow the 

conclusionconclusion

�� DefineDefine the terms “Peer Review” and the terms “Peer Review” and 

“Scientific Theory”“Scientific Theory”

�� LabelLabel the variables in an experimentthe variables in an experiment



Yesterday’s Example…Yesterday’s Example…
A student decides to study the affect of caffeine A student decides to study the affect of caffeine 

on test performance.  Five students drink on test performance.  Five students drink 

caffeinated Pepsi and the other five drink caffeinated Pepsi and the other five drink 

caffeine free Pepsi.  They all took the same caffeine free Pepsi.  They all took the same 

test the next day.test the next day.

What is the What is the controlcontrol??

The testThe test

What is the What is the Independent VariableIndependent Variable??

Caffeine or Caffeine Free PepsiCaffeine or Caffeine Free Pepsi

What is the What is the Dependent VariableDependent Variable??

Test ScoreTest Score



Reviewing…Reviewing…

Observe a 
Problem

Form a 
Hypothesis

Develop an 
Experiment

Make 
Observations

Draw 
Conclusions

Perform 
Experiment

Alter the hypothesis or 
form a new one



So you’ve drawn a So you’ve drawn a 

Conclusion…Conclusion…

What’s next?What’s next?



Peer Review Peer Review 

DefinitionDefinition:: (3 main points)(3 main points)

�� Process where scientists give their Process where scientists give their 

results to others for reviewresults to others for review

�� Completed before publication of Completed before publication of 

researchresearch

�� Allows others to Allows others to verify verify researchresearch



Scientific TheoryScientific Theory

DefinitionDefinition::

�� Explanation based on Explanation based on repeatedrepeated

observation, experimentation and observation, experimentation and 

reasoningreasoning

�� Supported by a large amount of Supported by a large amount of 

evidenceevidence

�� Does not conflict with existing theoriesDoes not conflict with existing theories



You’ve got a You’ve got a ConclusionConclusion..

Your Your PeersPeers approve it. approve it. 

It is repeated, so it is now a It is repeated, so it is now a 

TheoryTheory..

You are ready to You are ready to reportreport it!it!

Next:  Communicating ResultsNext:  Communicating Results

After the Test:  Writing lab reportsAfter the Test:  Writing lab reports


